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Abstract

In this thesis, we present a formal control strategy synthesis algorithm for multi-
robot systems subject to both individual specifications and collaboration re-
quirements. We work in an environment that has been abstracted into non-
overlapping regions. The specifications are expressed in Linear Temporal Logic,
constructed over some predicates on the actions performed by the robots. Each
collaboration requirement is given as a set of complementary actions which are
distributed on the robots and must always be performed at the same time.

In order to avoid computing a synchronized product of the robot behaviours
we consider extracting a satisfying run for each agent. These runs satisfy the
individual specifications but a priori do not meet the collaboration requirements
since they are picked in an individual manner. We study the conditions under
which we can enforce these collaboration constraints (synchronize the robots)
without violating the specifications. Under the reasonnable assumption that
all the regions are connected to each other, we prove that this property only
depends on the sequences of actions performed by the robots. We formulate suf-
ficient conditions for the property to hold, and propose a procedure for revising
the initial sequences to solve the problem.

The main contribution of this thesis is that it addresses the formal control
of collaborative robots without computing any product between Transition Sys-
tems. In particular it proposes a characterization of deadlocks, resulting in a
computational framework for their detection and removal.
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Introduction

Over the past few years interest has increased regarding the control of multi-
agent systems with complicated behaviour under complex specifications. An
obvious reason why is that multi-robot systems, when properly coordinated,
can perform more numerous and more complex actions in a more effective way
than a single robot.

The specifications are described as Linear Temporal Logical formulas. For
a long time used exclusively for program verification purposes, LTL recently
appeared to be a useful tool for goal formulation. Extending the propositional
logic with some temporal opertators, it can easily describe a desired behaviour
in terms of boolean propositions on the state-space of the system by combining
them with logic and temporal operators. LTL is very expressive and trans-
lates naturally from human-like goal statements, which makes it interesting
to work with. [5] proposes to exploit this expressiveness and encodes all to-
gether in the LTL formula the desired goal, the desired behaviour of the robot
(including reactions to the environment) and the assumptions on the allowed
environment behaviour under which the solution guarantees to find a solution.
In this approach the robots are part of each other’s environment and thus can-
not communicate with each other. This is suitable for competing agents but
not collaborating ones. [3] also synthesizes decentralized control strategies and
eventhough limited communication is available between robots, this is with the
purpose of verifying that the plans stay consistent with each other. A series
of papers, including [8] and [7], deal with optimal and robust multiple-robot
path planning. They consider robots as part of the same team since the con-
trol strategy is built in a centralized manner through a team transition system.
Synchronization is used in [7], but with the intention to guarantee robustness
regarding the traveling times.

[1] considers a global Transition System over a set of tasks Σ, a distribu-
tion ∆ of these tasks into local sets (Σ1, · · · ,Σk) and a distributed Transition
System over (Σ1, · · · ,Σk). It expresses conditions under which the distributed
Transition System is ”equivalent” to the original one. It obviously depends on
the way the distributed system is created and the sens we give to ”equivalence”.
Arguably, the closest related work is [2] and uses this theory to generate local
specifications from a global one. The individual control strategies are then ex-
tracted from a Transition System capturing the implementable global behaviour
of the team. The computation of this TS is very complex, the upper bound being
double exponential in the number of robots.

This thesis proposes a synthesis algorithm of control strategy for collabora-
tive multi-robot systems that does not require the computation of a complex
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viii INTRODUCTION

product. It rather computes the runs individually and revise them locally only
when necessary, which is a very significant improvement in terms of complexity.
In [2] the distribution of the global task specification results in that a set of
robots can only collaborate between each other on the same task. The distribu-
tion of a global task specification is out of the scope of our thesis so the goals will
be given locally to each agent. However, our collaboration framework is more
general since the robots can collaborate through tasks that are complementary
and not necessarily identical or located in the same region.

The synthesis described here constructs correct-by-design control stratregies,
in the sense that they are implentable by the robots and provably solve the
problem.

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Preliminary objects and
notations are introduced in Chapter 2. We formulate the problem in Chapter 3
and present our solution in Chapter 4. Some concrete example applications are
presented in Chapter 5. We finally discuss our work and present some directions
for future work in Chapter 6.



Chapter 1
Preliminaries

In this thesis we will use the notation [[p, q]] to represent the set of integers
comprised between the inetegers p and q, i.e. {p, p + 1, · · · , q − 1, q}, where
p, q ∈ N, p ≤ q. For a set S, Sω denotes the set of the infinite sequences created
from elements of S. Given a sequence seq = a1a2 · · · aj · · · of elements of a set
S, seq[j] will denote its jth element aj and a ∈ seq will mean that ∃j ∈ N s.t
a = seq[j]. We use R∗ and N∗ to denote the sets R\{0} and N\{0} respectively.
Given X a subset of S, [seq]|X will denote the restriction of seq to the elements
of the subset X.

Definition 1.0.1 (Transition System). A Transition System is a tuple T =
(X,x0,→trans,Σ, L, weight) where:

- X is the set of states;

- x0 ∈ X is the initial state;

- →trans⊆ X ×X is the transition relation;

- Σ is the alphabet;

- L : X → Σ is the labelling function;

- weight :→trans→ R+ is called the weight function.

�

For a TS T = (X,x0,→trans,Σ, L, weight) an infinite sequence of states
x0x1 · · · is called a run if ∀i ∈ N, xi ∈ X ∧ (xi, xi+1) ∈→trans; the set of runs
of a transition system is denoted by Run(T ).

For a set Σ of APs (an alphabet) a plan w is a sequence of elements from Σ
that can be either finite w = w0w1 · · ·wM or infinite w = w0w1 · · ·wj · · · ∈ Σω.
Obviously ∀r ∈ Run(T ), plan(r) is a plan; we say that a run r executes a plan
w, denoted by r ` w, when w = plan(r).

An Atomic Proposition (AP) p is a statement evaluated on the states of a
system that is either True or False. The set of APs defined on a set of states X
is called the alphabet of X, and an alphabet is denoted by either Σ or Π in the
rest of this thesis.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. PRELIMINARIES

Definition 1.0.2 (LTL syntax and semantics). Given a set of atomic proposi-
tions Π we define recursively the set ΦΠ of LTL formulas over Π as follows:

- Π ⊂ ΦΠ;

- ∀φ, ψ ∈ ΦΠ,¬φ, φ ∨ ψ, φU ψ ∈ ΦΠ.

We can then define other operators:

φ ∧ ψ :=¬(¬φ ∨ ¬ψ);

♦φ :=TrueU φ;

�φ :=¬♦¬φ;

φ⇒ ψ :=¬φ ∨ ψ.

Given a run r = x0x1 · · ·xk · · · of a Transition System T and an LTL formula
φ over the alphabet Π, we write xk |= φ to say that φ holds at position k of r.
We define recursively the semantics of LTL as follows:

- ∀p ∈ Π, xk |= p iff p ∈ L(xk)

- xk |= ¬p iff p /∈ L(xk)

- ∀φ, ψ ∈ ΦΠ, xk |= φ ∨ ψ iff xk |= φ or xk |= ψ

- ∀φ, ψ ∈ ΦΠ, xk |= φU ψ iff ∃j ≥ k s.t xj |= ψ and ∀l ∈ [[k, j − 1]], xl |= φ

- a run r = x0x1 · · ·xk · · · satisfies an LTL formula φ, denoted by r |= φ, iff
x0 |= φ

�

When we have an LTL formula we would like to translate it into a Büchi
Automaton which can then be used to easily verify the formula’s satisfaction.

Definition 1.0.3 (Büchi Automaton). We call Büchi Automaton a tuple de-
fined as follows: A = (Q, q0, δ,ΣA, F )

- Q is the set of states;

- q0 is the initial state;

- δ : Q× ΣA → 2Q is the non deterministic transition function;

- ΣA ⊆ Π is the alphabet of the automaton;

- F is the set of accepting states;

�

We call path of a Büchi Automaton A a sequence ρ = q0q1 · · · qj · · · ∈ Qω of
states of A.

Let ρ = q0q1 · · · qj · · · ∈ Qω be a path of a Büchi Automaton A =
(Q, q0, δ,ΣA, F ) and w = w0w1 · · ·wj · · · ∈ ΣωA a plan, we say that ρ follows w,
denoted by ρ . w, when q0 is the initial state of A and ∀i ≥ 1, qi+1 ∈ δ(qi, wi).
We use inf(ρ) to denote the states of A which occur infinitely often along ρ.
A path ρ is said to be an accepting path for a Büchi automaton A if it starts
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the prefix-suffix structure. The first part (the prefix)
is executed once while the second part (the suffix) is executed periodically; hence
infinitely many times.

in q0 and inf(ρ) ∩ F 6= ∅, i.e. it visits infinitely often one or several accepting
states of A. A plan w is said to be accepted by a Büchi automaton A if there
exists an accepting path ρ.w. The language L(A) of an automaton A is the set
of the plans accepted by A. Finally we say that a run r of T satisfies a Büchi
Automaton A, denoted by r |= A, if ∃w ∈ L(A) such that r ` w.

Finally if we can find A such that L(A) = {w ∈ Πω | ∃r |= φ with r ` w}
then r |= φ iff plan(r) ∈ L(A). [6] proposes methods to synthesize such Büchi
Automata. There also exists fast algorithms available online to convert LTL
formulas to Büchi Automata.

Definition 1.0.4 (Prefix-suffix structure). For a Büchi Automaton a prefix is a
finite sequence of states starting at the initial state q0; a suffix is a finite sequence
of states starting at an accepting state qf . A run ρ of a Büchi Automaton is
said to be in prefix-suffix form if it is made of a prefix followed by a periodic
repetition of a suffix. We denote ρpre its prefix and ρsuf its suffix. Such a run
can be written ρ = ρpre(ρsuf )ω and the structure is illustrated on Figure 1. �

If a Büchi Automaton A accepts some runs then at least one of them
is on prefix-suffix form.

Proof. Let us denote A = (Q, q0, δ,Σ, F ) and let ρi be a run accepted by A,
we know that inf(ρi) ∩ F 6= ∅. Let qf be the first element of inf(ρi) ∩ F to
occur in ρi and p, s1, s2 ∈ N the positions of its three first occurrences, then
ρi starts like follows: ρi = q0q1 · · · qp−1 qfq

p+1 · · · qs1−1 qfq
s1+1 · · · qs2−1 qf · · · .

We build ρ = q0q1 · · · qp−1(qfq
p+1 · · · qs1−1)ω. ρ is a run accepted by A since

qf ∈ inf(ρ) ∩ F and ρ is on prefix-suffix form.
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Chapter 2
Problem Definition

2.1 Modeling of the multi-robot system

The team is made of n robots R = {R1, · · · ,Rn} and the problem is given
as a set of individual specifications φi respectively assigned to robot Ri. The
environment has been abstracted into k distinct regions V = {v1, · · · , vk} which
form a partition i.e., they cover the entire environment and do not overlap.
To extend the notation Run(T ) introduced after Definition 1.0.1, we denote
Run(Ri) = Run(Ti). ∀i ∈ [[1, n]] the set Run(Ri) is shortened into Runi in the
rest of the report for convenience.

The specifications are given as LTL formulas over Atomic Propositions (AP)
and the set of APs is denoted by Σ. Finally we partition Σ into C = {c1, · · · , cm}
where the cl are constraints on the team behaviour called collaboration con-
straints. APs of a same cl must always be serviced all at the same time, they
are said to be complementary. We get back on this in Section 2.2.

Each AP p is associated to:

- one and only one robot by the function Rob : Σ→ 2R, Rob(p) is the robot
which can service p;

- one and only one region by the function Reg : Σ→ V , Reg(p) is the region
where p has to be serviced;

- a duration by the function Time : Σ → R+, Time(p) is the time that it
takes to service p;

- a collaboration constraint by the function Const : Σ→ C, Const(p) is the
set of APs that p must always be serviced together with.

We say that p is handled by Rob(p), is located in Reg(p), lasts Time(p) and
belongs to the constraint Const(p).

A particular subset of Σ is the set of passive APs: ε = {ε1, · · · , εk}.
We denote by Π = Σ\ε the set of active APs (as opposed to the passive
ones). The purpose of introducing the distinction between passive and ac-
tive APs will be cleared out later in this section. By convention ∀i ∈ [[1, k]],
Rob(εi) = (R1, · · · ,Rn), Reg(εi) = vi and Time(εi) = tε > 0. All the other

5



6 CHAPTER 2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

times involved in this solution (all the Time(p) and all the weighti(x, x
′), which

will be introduced in the next definition) are considered multiple of tε. tε is cho-
sen equal to 1 for simplicity.

Several APs can be located in the same region but a robot can service only
one AP at the time; hence in each region a robot Ri must choose exactly one
of the possible APs to service.

For each robot Ri the transition possibilities between regions are defined by
the graph Ei = {Vi,→Ei , weightEi}, where Vi is the set of regions, →Ei⊆ Vi×Vi
is the transition relation and weightEi :→Ei→ R+ is the function mapping each
transition to the time it takes. Typically →Ei is an adjacency relation.

Definition 2.1.1 (Robots’ models). The behavior capabilities of robot Ri on
the environment Ei is modeled by the following Transition System:

Ti = (Xi, x
0
i ,→i,Σi, Li, weighti) (2.1)

- Xi is the set of states of robot Ri, Xi ⊆ Vi×Σi and x = (v, p) ∈ Xi if and
only if v = Reg(p) andRi ∈ Rob(p). We call active state a state associated
with an active AP and we denote by Xact

i the set of active states of Ri,
similarly (vj , εj) is called a passive states and intuitively means that the
robot is in region vj and is not doing anything there;

- x0
i is the initial state, the initial state is passive;

- →i is the transition relation, it is defined by the reflexive relation →i⊆
Xi ×Xi, ((v, p), (v

′, p′)) ∈→i iff:

◦ (v, v′) ∈→Ei ∪v∈V {(v, v)}

◦ v 6= v′ ⇒ p, p′ ∈ ε

◦ v = v′ ⇒ [p ∈ ε or p′ ∈ ε]

◦ p, p′ ∈ Σi

A robot can change region only from a passive state to another, and always
passes through a passive state between two active ones. Self transitions of
the type ((v, p), (v, p)) are allowed as long as they are consistent with →i;
i.e. self transitions are possible on passive states but not on active states;

- Σi = {p | Ri = Rob(p)};

- Li : Xi → Σi is the labelling function with Li((v, p)) = p;

- weighti :→i→ R+ is the weight function that assigns a time to each tran-
sition. weighti((v, p), (v

′, p′)) = 0 if v = v′ and weighti((v, p), (v
′, p′)) =

weightEi(v, v
′) if v 6= v′. The transition from a passive to an active state

within the same region is instantaneous and a transition between two ad-
jacent regions takes the time defined in the graph Ei.

�



2.2. COLLABORATION BETWEEN ROBOTS 7

Having a state defined as the couple (v, p) will allow us not to assimilate the
concepts of region and AP. In particular it makes possible to ask two different
robots (or even the same robot) to visit the same region for different purposes
(APs). Besides with the introduction of the set of passive APs ε a robot can
choose whether it does something or not in each region it visits. It seems
reasonable since in practice a robot should be allowed to pass through a region
without any agenda, but just on its way to somewhere else.

Definition 2.1.2. For each robot Ri we define the function occuri : Runi ×
N∗ → R+ which associates to a run r and an index j the time between
the start of the run and when r reaches its jth state r[j]. occuri(r, j) =∑j−1
i= [Time(L(r[i]))+weighti((r[i], r[i+1]))]; occuri(r, j) is called the occuring

time of r[j] in r. �

Definition 2.1.3. We define the function plan : ∪ni=1Runi → Πω which
associates to a run r the sequence of the active APs serviced. For a run
r = (v0, p0)(v1, p1)(v2, p2) · · · , plan(r) = [p0p1p2 · · · ]|Π; it is called the plan
of r. �

Definition 2.1.4. For each robot we define the function schedi : Runi → Rω
which associates to a run r the sequence of the occuring times of the active
states of r. schedi(r)[j] = occuri([r]|Xact

i
, j); it is called the schedule of r. �

The jth active AP appearing in r, plan(r)[j], starts to be serviced by Ri at
time sched(r)[j].

The specifications we consider are exclusively constructed over active APs
from Π. However elements of ε are called Atomic Propositions and belong to
Σ because they can be seen as the result of a labelling function applied to a
passive state.

2.2 Collaboration between robots

The LTL semantics describes whether or not an LTL formula (i.e. a specifica-
tion) is satisfied by a run; so by this means we can check if each robot satisfies
its own individual specification. However as mentioned in Section 2.1 some
tasks might require the collaboration of several robots and this collaborative
behaviour, although crucial for our problem, cannot be expressed with the se-
mantics of our individual LTL formulas. We consider a discrete time t that runs
from 0 towards ∞ with a step of 1. All the runs start simultaneously at t = 0
and are infinite in time.

We will now define a notion relative to the global behaviour of the team of
robots: the Proper Collaboration.

Definition 2.2.1 (Proper Collaboration). We say that we have Proper Col-
laboration of a set of robots (R1, · · · ,Rn) from t1 to t2 along the set of
runs (r1, · · · , rn) if: ∀t ∈ [[t1; t2]], p ∈ ci ⊂ Π, k ∈ N, i ∈ [[1;n]] we have
{plan(ri)[k] = p ∧ sched(ri)[k] = t} ⇒ {∀p′ ∈ ci (we denote Rj = Rob(p′)),
∃kj ∈ N∗ s.t plan(rj)[kj ] = p′ ∧ sched(rj)[kj ] = t}.

In other words we have a Proper Collaborartion of a set of robots
(R1, · · · ,Rn) from t1 to t2 along the set of runs (r1, · · · , rn) if between t1 and
t2 the APs of a same collaboration are always serviced all at the same time. �
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We say that we have a Global Proper Collaboration of a set of robots
(R1, · · · ,Rn) along the set of runs (r1, · · · , rn) if we have Proper Collabora-
tion of (R1, · · · ,Rn) from t = 0 to ∞ along the set of runs (r1, · · · , rn).

Definition 2.2.2. Finally we say that the set of runs (r1, · · · , rn) satisfies the
n-tuple of specifications (Φ1, · · · ,Φn) if:

◦ ∀i ∈ [[1, n]], ri |= Φi

◦ we have a Global Proper Collaboration of (R1, · · · ,Rn) along (r1, · · · , rn)

�

2.3 Problem Formulation

Problem 1. Given:

- a set of n robots Ri whose behaviors on their respective graphs Ei are
defined by the transition systems Ti;

- a set of local specifications Φi stated as local LTL formulas over the sets
Πi of Atomic Propositions;

- the locations of the APs given by the function Reg : Σ→ V ;

- the durations of the APs given by the function Time : Σ→ R+;

- the mapping of the APs on the robots given by the function Rob : Σ→ 2R;

- the collaboration constraints given by the function Const : Σ→ C;

construct a n-tuple of runs (r1, · · · , rn) which satisfies the n-tuple of specifica-
tions (Φ1, · · · ,Φn), in the sens of Definition 2.2.2.



Chapter 3
Solution

We aim at solving Problem 1 so we want to build a set of runs (r1, · · · , rn)
satisfying each their respective specification and along which we have a Global
Proper Collaboration. The idea is the following: we will start by constructing
individually runs satisfying their own specification and without taking the col-
laboration constraints into account. Once they are obtained we check if they
also happen to satisfy the collaboration constraints, in which case the problem
is solved. Of course this is very unlikely because the collaboration constraints
are very hard and in most cases this will give the specification satisfaction but
not the Global Proper Collaboration.

One way to modify a set of runs into another one along which we have Global
Proper Collaboration is to enforce the Global Proper Collaboration by synchro-
nizing the robots on the constraints. On the other hand this does not guarantee
the satisfaction of the specifications anylonger. Indeed, after synchronization,
some robots might be blocked forever waiting other robots with which they must
collaborate, in which case the initial plans will not be executed entirely.

In this chapter we draw conditions on a set of runs under which enforcing
the collaboration provably does not break any of the specifications. Our solu-
tion consists in three steps: we first build an initial set of runs satisfying the
individual specifications, then we detect what would go wrong if we enforced the
collaboration constraints and finally we modify our runs to fix these problems.

3.1 Preliminary set of runs

In order to compute some preliminary runs satisfying the specifications we could
use an off-the-shelf model checking tool and start from there. But we will see
later that our solution requires to revise these runs, so we will need to explore
the different graphs ourselves. Hence we will rather build our own tool.

Assumption 1. The environment on which the robots evolve is completely con-
nected for all the robots. This means that for any couple of regions (vi, vi′) there
exists a route leading the robot from region vi to region vi′ in finite time.

We also remember from the definition of the problem that a robot can always
choose not to service an AP. This implies, together with Assumption 1, that for

9



10 CHAPTER 3. SOLUTION

Figure 3.1: Procedure to extract an initial run with prefix-suffix structure. We
explore the Büchi Automaton and store the APs responsible for the transitions.
We first build the prefix by reaching an accepting state. We build the suffix in
two steps: we first fold back on the prefix, then we follow it until we reach the
accepting state again.

any plan p1p2 · · · pk · · · constructed on the alphabet Σi there exists a run of
Ri executing this plan. Indeed it is always possible to go from Reg(pk) to
Reg(pk+1) (by Assumption 1), and also to do in a passive way in order not to
service undesired AP on the way.

Thus the Product Automaton usually computed as a restriction of the Büchi
Automaton to the capabilities of the robot happens to be the entire Büchi
Automaton itself. We will explore directly the Büchi Automata’s graphs. Our
search tool is inspired by Algorithm 3 of [4] which used a modification of the
classical DFS algorithm.

Figure 3.1 illustrates our procedure.
Algorithm 1 describes how we construct a set of initial plans. Any set of

runs executing these plans can be used as a set of initial runs.

3.2 Approach

3.2.1 Functions defined on a run

In Section 2.1 we introduced some functions that we use to formulate the prob-
lem, we now introduce new ones in order to describe our solution:

Definition 3.2.1. statei : Runi × R+ → ∪ni=1Xi, where state(r, t) = r[j] with
j such that occur(r, j) ≤ t and occur(r, j + 1) > t; state(r, t) is the state in
which the robot is after running the run r during a time t. �

Definition 3.2.2. active : ∪ni=1Runi → Nω which associates to a run r the
sequence of the indexes of r corresponding to active states. �

3.2.2 Enforcing collaboration constraints

We start our solution by picking a run for each Transition System satisfying
its own specification. These runs, let us call them (r1, · · · , rn), are a priori not
solving our problem because they do not fulfill the Global Proper Collaboration
property. Algorithm 3 transforms a set of run (r1, · · · , rn) into a new one
(rcollab1 , · · · , rcollabn ) for which this property holds. The idea is to add passive
states in the initial runs in order to have each robot wait for their collaborators
before servicing each active AP.
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Algorithm 1: Accepting-plan

Input: graph G of the Büchi Automaton A = (Q, q0, δ,ΣA, F )
Output: finite representation of an accepting plan on prefix-suffix form:

planpre, plansuf

1 states = {q0};
2 mark = {q0};
3 plan = ∅;
4 while end(states) /∈ F and states 6= ∅ do
5 x = end(states);
6 if there exists an edge e = (x, p′, q′) such that q′ is not marked then
7 add q′ to states and mark;
8 add p′ to plan;
9 if q′ ∈ F then

10 exit the while-loop;

11 else
12 remove x from states;
13 remove the last AP from plan;

14 if states 6= ∅ then
15 planpre = plan;
16 else
17 ”No prefix was found”;
18 states2 = {end(states)};
19 mark = ∅;
20 plan2 = ∅;
21 while we have not folded back on states and states2 6= ∅ do
22 x = end(states2);
23 if there exists an edge e = (x, p′, q′) such that q′ is not marked then
24 add q′ to states2 and mark2;
25 add p′ to plan2;
26 if q′ ∈ states then
27 exit the while-loop;

28 else
29 remove x from states2;
30 remove the last AP from plan2;

31 if states2 6= ∅ then
32 add the end of plan to plan2;

33 plansuf = plan2;

34 else
35 ”No suffix was found”;
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We associate an algorithm to each robot. For each algorithm the process is
the following: we duplicate the states of the initial run as long as the next state is
not a collaboration. When such a state is reached we insert extra passive states
until its collaborators are all ready. The time is simulated by updating the time
value times[i] for each state added to the new run (use the function weighti for
the transitions and Time for the APs). The algorithms communicate with each
other via common global variables to notify each other that they are ready and
to exchange their time value.

Explanations about Algorithm 2:
k corresponds to an index of ri, d denotes the ”delay” of the collaborative run
compared to the initial one i.e., the number of passive states added. Line 4, c is
the index of the next active AP of the robot. This AP can be in collaboration
with other robots or not.

Lines 5 to 8 rcollabi follows ri until we reach an active AP (that might require
collaboration). When we do so we update the ith index (corresponding to robot
Ri) of the global variable ready with the AP that Ri is about to service. This
way the robots can always check whether their collaborators are ready for the
collaboration or not.

times(i) is the second global variable of the algorithm. Its ith value states
the duration of rcollabi that has been computed yet by the algorithm. It plays
the role of a time, which does not pass necessarily at the same speed for every
robot (if a robot has longer tasks then the time passes faster in the algorithm).
From line 15 to 20 we check whether robot l is ready for its contribution p′. In
line 18 we check whether Rl has computed a part of its run big enough to know
if it is ready or not.

Finally we add a passive state to its run only if there is at least one awaited
robot that is provably not ready for its contribution (lines 25-29) and we add
the active state only if they are all provably ready (lines 21-23). Otherwise we
have the algorithm wait a litle while and check again.
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Algorithm 2: Enforce-indiv

Input: initial run ri
Output: new run rcollabi , which will be part of a collborative set of runs

1 k = 1;
2 d = 0;
3 for j = 1 : length(plan(ri)) do
4 c← active(j);
5 while k < c do
6 rcollabi [k + d] = ri[k];
7 k ← k + 1;
8 times[i]← times[i] + weighti(ri[k − 1], ri[k]) + time(ri[k]);

9 ready(i) = plan(ri)[j];
10 allReady = 0;
11 while allReady = 0 do
12 allReady ← 1;
13 out = 0;
14 l = 1;
15 while l ≤ n and out = 0 do
16 if l = Rob(p′), with p′ ∈ Const(plan(ri)[j]) && ready(l) 6= p′

then
17 allReady ← 0;
18 if times[l] > times[i] then
19 out← 1

20 l← l + 1;

21 if allReady == 1 then
22 rcollabi (k + d) = ri(c);
23 times[i]← times[i] + time(ri(c));

24 else
25 if out == 1 then
26 passive = ri[c+ d− 1];

27 rcollabi [k + d] = passive;
28 times[i]← times[i] + time(passive);
29 d← d+ 1

30 else
31 wait(1);

Algorithm 3: Enforce-collab

Input: set of runs (r1, · · · , rn)
Output: set of collaborating runs (rcollab1 , · · · , rcollabn )

1 times = zeros(1, n);
2 run Algorithm 2 for all the robots in parallel;

Definition 3.2.3 (Enforcing the collaboration constraints). Given a set of runs
(r1, · · · , rn) we say that we enforce the collaboration constraints on these runs
when we build a new set of runs (rcollab1 , · · · , rcollabn ) using Algorithm 3. �

Enforcing the collaboration on a set of runs individually picked is a priori
not sufficient to solve the problem. Indeed now that robots are waiting for
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each other some robots might be blocked waiting for robots which will never
arrive. This a priori breaks the specification since the initial plan that was
supposed to be executed is truncated. In the rest of this section we describe the
situations where this can happen and draw conditions under which it provably
does not. In the next section we revise the initial set of runs in order to fulfill
these conditions.

3.2.3 Problematic situations

When a robot Ri is waiting for Rj that will never arrive, it can intuitively be
caused by two situations:

1. Rj has not planned to service the AP that Ri is waiting it for;

2. Rj is itself waiting for another robot that will never arrive.

We will prove in this subsection that this intuition was legitimate. Sufficient
conditions for Algorithm 3 not to break the individual specifications will then
be stated.

Definition 3.2.4 corresponds to the first situation.

Definition 3.2.4 (Incomplete capacity of collaboration). We say that a set of
runs (run1, · · · , runn) shows an incomplete capacity of collaboration if ∃ p, p′ ∈
Π such that:

- p′ ∈ Const(p);

- length({j ∈ N∗|planRob(p)[j] = p}) 6= length({j′ ∈ N∗|planRob(p′)[j′] =
p′}).

In other words we have incomplete capacity of collaboration when different
contributions of the same collaboration are scheduled a different amount of times
(in their respective run).

Otherwise we say that it shows a complete capacity of collaboration. �

A set of runs with incomplete capacity of collaboration will a priori not give
a solution to the problem after applying Algorithm 3. Since the plan of at least
one run will not be executed entirely, it is likely to break the satisfaction of the
corresponding specification.

Definition 3.2.5 corresponds to the second situation.

Definition 3.2.5 (Deadlock). Let (r1, · · · , rn) be a set of runs obtained from
Algorithm 3 and t1 ∈ R+ a time, we say that Ri is waiting for Ri′ if:

- ∃t0 < t1 ∈ R+ s.t at time t0 Ri is ready for servicing an AP p and
∃p′ ∈ Const(p) such that Rob(p′) = Ri′ ;

- ∀t ∈ [[t0; t1]], state(ri, t) = state(ri, t0);

- state(ri′ , t1) 6= state(ri, t1).

We say that (Ri1 , · · · ,Rim) constitutes a waiting chain at time t1 if:

- Ri1 is waiting for Ri2 ;
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Figure 3.2: Example of a deadlock situation. The collaboration constraints
are represented by the different colours applied to the APs. We can see that
enforcing the collaboration constraints on runs that execute these plans would
lead to a deadlock: R1 would end up waiting for R2 for the servicing of p2

while R2 would be waiting for R3 for the servicing of p7 and R3 would itself be
waiting for R1 for the servicing of p9.

- · · ·

- Rim−1 is waiting for Rim .

We say that the set of runs (r1, · · · , rn) leads to a situation of deadlock if ∃t1
and ∃Ri1 , · · · ,Rim s.t (Ri1 , · · · ,Rim ,Ri1) constitutes a waiting chain at time
t1. �

Obviously it might break some specifications for the same reason as in the
first situation.

Firgure 3.2 illustrates the concept of deadlock with an example.

Lemma 3.2.1 proves that if we avoid the two situations previously defined,
then enforcing the collaboration on the set of runs will preserve all the specifi-
cations.

Lemma 3.2.1. We consider a set of runs (r1, · · · , rn). If it fulfills the following
conditions:

- r1, · · · , rn show a complete capacity of collaboration;

- enforcing the collaboration constraints on (r1, · · · , rn) provably leads to no
deadlock;

then the runs obtained by enforcing the collaboration constraints on
(r1, · · · , rn) will execute the same plans as (r1, · · · , rn) and will thus satisfy
the same specifications.

Proof. Let (rcollab1 , · · · , rcollabn ) be the set of runs obtained with Algorithm 3
from (r1, · · · , rn). We assume plan(r1), · · · , plan(rn) are infinite, then by con-
struction of Algorithm 3:

- plan(rcollabi ) is infinite =⇒ plan(rcollabi ) = plan(ri);

- plan(rcollabi ) is finite =⇒ ∃k ∈ N+∗ such that plan(rcollabi ) =
plan(ri)[1] · · · plan(ri)[k].
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We consider rcollabi1
and suppose that it has serviced the k1 first APs of

plan(ri1) after a time tservicei1,k1
. By construction ∃ a time ti1,k1+1 when Ri1 is

ready to service plan(ri1)[k1 + 1], and length(plan(rcollabi1
)) = k1 =⇒ ∃i2 such

that ∀t ≥ ti1,k1+1Ri2 is not ready for its part of of the collaboration at time t.
We denote by p2 the AP ∈ Const(plan(ri1)[k1+1]) such that Rob(p2) = Ri2 and
by k′2 the index such that {sched(rcollabi2

)[k′2] ≤ ti1,k1+1 and sched(rcollabi2
)[k′2 +

1] > ti1,k1+1}. By assumption of complete capacity of collaboration ∃k′′2 >
k′2 s.t plan(ri2)[k′′2 ] = p2, so plan(rcollabi2

) is also finite, with k2 < k′′2 elements,
and the same reasoning applies to this run. It is finite because Ri2 will be
waiting for another robot Ri3 ∀t ≥ ti2,k2+1, and thus plan(rcollabi3

) is also finite.
Ri1 , Ri2 , Ri3 constitutes a waiting chain at time t, ∀t = max(ti1,k1+1, ti2,k2+1).

If we keep on building the waiting chain this way it will become a waiting
circle since the number of robots is finite. Ineed at least one robot will be re-
peated after less than n iterations and we finally find a deadlock situation. This
was impossible by assumption so under our assumptions all the collaborative
runs have infinite plans which are equal to the initial ones.

Finally these two conditions ensure that none of the specifications are broken
after enforcing the collaboration on the initial runs. So under these conditions,
applying Algorithm 3 gives a solution to Problem 1.

3.2.4 Translation of the Problem

The idea is to locally modify the initial runs (prior to enforcing the collaboration
on them) in order to make sure beforehand that the two conditions of Lemma
3.2.1 are fulfilled.

Problem 2. Given the same objects and functions as in Problem 1, construct
a set of runs (r1, · · · , rn) such that:

- r1, · · · , rn have a complete capacity of collaboration;

- enforcing the collaboration constraints on (r1, · · · , rn) provably leads to no
deadlock.

Once we have a solution to Problem 2, Lemma 3.2.1 guarantees that enforc-
ing the collaboration on them gives a solution to Problem 1.

A finite problem

As stated in the problem definition, the specifications considered are typically
such that accepting runs are infinite. Dealing with infinite runs makes it difficult
to check whether they might lead to deadlocks or not. In this section we turn
our problem into a finite one.

We extend the vocabulary of prefix and suffix to the plans as follows: if ρ is a
run of a Büchi Automaton in a prefix-suffix form ρ = ρpre(ρsuf )ω, then the plan
w followed by ρ is also said to be in prefix-suffix form w = wpre(wsuf )ω with
wpre the plan followed by ρpre and wsuf the plan followed by ρsuf . Similarly
a run r of a Transition System executing the plan w is in a preffix-suffix form
r = rpre(rsuf )ω.
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Lemma 1 justifies that we can assume to have initial runs on prefix-suffix
form, this leads us to look for a solution made of runs that are also on prefix-
suffix form. Finally a run on such a form run = runpre(runsuf )ω is totally
described by the couple (rpre , rsuf ), which requires a finite amount of data.

Lemma 3.2.2 translates the Global Proper Collaboration condition of the
infinite runs into conditions on the finite runs rpre rsuf .

Lemma 3.2.2. Let (R1, · · · ,Rn) be a set of robots and

(rpre1 (rsuf1 )ω, · · · , rpren (rsufn )ω) be a set of their runs. We denote lprei the
length of plan(rprei ). Assume that:

1 - we have Global Proper Collaboration of (R1, · · · ,Rn) along the set of finite

runs (rfinite1 = rpre1 rsuf1 , · · · , rfiniten = rpren rsufn );

2 - ∀(i, k), (i′, k′) such that {plan(rfinitei )[k] ∈ Const(plan(rfinitei′ )[k′]) and

sched(rfinitei )[k] = sched(rfinitei′ )[k′]}, k ≤ lprei ⇔ k′ ≤ lprei′ ;

3 - ∀p ∈ Π, if we denote Ri = Rob(p), then ∀p′ ∈ Const(p), if Ri′ = Rob(p′),

rsufi and rsufj have same duration;

then the set of infinite runs (rpre1 (rsuf1 )ω, · · · , rpren (rsufn )ω) leads to a Global
Proper Collaboration.

Proof. Let p ∈ Π, i ∈ [|1;n|], k ∈ N be such that plan(ri)[k] = p and introduce
t = sched(ri)[k];

- if k ≤ lprei then by assumption 1: ∀p′ ∈ Const(p), if Rj = Rob(p′)∃kj ≤
lprej such that plan(rj)[kj ] = p′ and sched(rj)[kj ] = t

- if k > lipre then ∃N ∈ N s.t k ∈ (lipre + Nlisuf ; lipre + (N + 1)lisuf ];

sched(ri)[k−Nlisuf ] = ti. By assumption 1 we have ∀p′ ∈ Const(p), (if we

denote Rl = Rob(p′)), ∃jl ≤ lprej s.t {plan(rl)[jl] = p′ and sched(rl)[jl] =
ti}. By assumption 2 we have jl ≤ lprejl

so finally by assumption 3 and by

periodicity plan(rl)[jl +Nlsufjl
] = p′ and sched(rl)[jl +Nlsufjl

] = t.

In other words if we make sure that the elements synchronized together by
Algorithm 3 are always situated either all in their respective prefix or all in their
respective suffix, and that two runs sharing a collaboration always have same
suffix duration, then Global Proper Collaboration of the finite runs gives Global
Proper Collaboration of the infinite ones.

The particular structure that we use turns the problem into a finite one.

We can now state the following problem that we will explicitely solve:

Problem 3. Given the same objects and functions as in Problems 1 and 2,
construct a set of finite runs (rpre1 , rsuf1 , · · · , rpren , rsufn ) such that:

- rpre1 rsuf1 , · · · , rpren rsufn have a complete capacity of collaboration;

- enforcing the collaborations constraints with Algorithm 3 on
(rpre1 rsuf1 , · · · , rpren rsufn ) provably leads to no deadlock;
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- elements synchronized together by Algorithm 3 are always either all in
their respective prefixes or all in their respective suffixes.

If we have such a solution to Problem 3, a solution to our initial Problem 1
is obtained with the following procedure:

- enforcing the collaboration on them;

- adjusting the duration of the suffixes of the collaborative runs with passive
states inserted at the end, this does not modify the plans executed;

- rebuilding the infinite runs from the finite ones.

The rest of this thesis solves Problem 3.

3.3 Identification of the flaws in the initial runs

We start this section by noticing that the capacity of collaboration of a set
of runs (r1, · · · , rn) depends only on the set of plans (plan(r1), · · · , plan(rn))
(by definition). Intuitively it seems also the case with the deadlock situations;
hypothesis that we implicitely made when we displayed Figure 3.2.5 to illustrate
a deadlock. We formulate it formally below.

Hypothesis 1. We consider a set of runs (r1, · · · , rn). We express the hypoth-
esis that the appearance of deadlock situations when we enforce the collaboration
on (r1, · · · , rn) only depends on the set of plans (plan(r1), · · · , plan(rn)).

We prove later in this section that the problematic situations depend on the
plans only, as assumed. Hence Problem 3 can easily be restated in terms of
plans. For the rest of the thesis, and under Assumption 2 below, we work on
the plans rather than on the runs.

Assumption 2. Given two arbitrary regions, we assume implemented in a lower
level a ”route-planner” which finds a route for each robot to go from the first
region to the other in finite time. It enables a fortiori to find runs executing any
arbitrary plan.

Our solution starts from individual plans that have been computed earlier in
Section 1. Our goal in this section is to identify what would prevent these plans
from solving Problem 3, i.e., deadlocks and incomplete capacity of collaboration.
In order to identify them we gradually define a function that describes what an
enforced collaboration between runs executing these runs would look like. The
definition of this function is influenced by Hypothesis 1 and is defined on the
elements of the plans. Yet it will help us prove that this hypothesis is true. It
is also our means to detect the problematic situations in the set of runs.

3.3.1 Creation of one single sequence of elements

The idea is to go through the plans and gradually check whether the elements
so far enquired are consistent with each other or if they induce one of the two
problems. When we detect such a problem we revise the apropriate plans to fix
the problem, and then go back to inspecting elements from where we left off.
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Figure 3.3: Example of the construction of the sequence ”list” from 3 plans

We first create one big sequence, called list, out of all the elements defined
by the different plans. list will represent the order that we will follow.

The only constraints on the construction of list for our solution is that
its restrictions to the different alphabets Σi be equal to the respective plans
plani. The way we mix them to obtain list does not affect the efficiency of
our strategy. Though we need to make a choice and we decide to conserve a
symmetry in the roles played by the different robots: we will enquire elements
of each plan alternatively as described in Algorithm 4.

This procedure is also illustrated on Figure 3.3.

Algorithm 4: List

Input: the plans: plan1, · · · , plann
Output: list

1 index = ones(1, n);
2 N = 0;
3 for k = 1 : n do
4 N ← N + length(plank);
5 l = 1;
6 loop = 1;
7 list = ∅;
8 while l ≤ N do
9 for k = 1 : n do

10 if loop ≤ length(plank) then
11 stack (k, index(k)) on the top of list;
12 index(k)← index(k) + 1;
13 l← l + 1;

14 loop← loop+ 1;
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3.3.2 Collaboration numbers

In order to describe the ”ability” of our plans (plan1, · · · , plann) to solve Prob-
lem 3 we gradually assign a number, called collaboration number, to the ele-
ments of list. These numbers are summarized in the function collab : (i, j) 7→
collab(i, j) ∈ {−1} ∪ N∗, where collab(i, j) is set to −1 iff no collaboration
number has been assigned to (i, j) yet. When we enquire an element without
collaboration number we use Algorithm 5 and assign to it the smallest natural
integer that has not been assigned yet. Algorithm 5 is built so that the elements
that would be synchronized when enforcing collaboration (Algorithm 3) share
the same collaboration number, see Proposition 3.3.1. In some sense it will help
us vizualize how an enforced collaboration of our plans would go, and hence
detect incapacities of collaboration and deadlocks.

Property 3.3.1. Given a set of runs (r1, · · · , rn) we assume:

- the function collab has been defined on all the elements of
(plan(r1), · · · , plan(rn)) according to the procedure described;

- Algorithm 3 is used to enforce the collaboration on (r1, · · · , rn) and obtain
(rcollab1 , · · · , rcollabn );

then all the APs sharing the same collaboration number are always serviced at
the same time by the set of runs (rcollab1 , · · · , rcollabn ).

Proof. Let (i, j) and (i′, j′) be two elements in List. We denote p = plani[j]
and p′ = plani′ [j

′]. By construction of the function collab, collab(i, j) =
collab(i′, j′) ⇔ {p ∈ Const(p′) && length({k < j | plani[k] = p}) =
length({k′ < j′ | plani′ [k′] = p′})}.

And by construction of Algorithm 3, {p ∈ Const(p′) && length({k <
j | plani[k] = p}) = length({k′ < j′ | plani′ [k′] = p′})} =⇒ sched(plani)[j] =
sched(plani′)[j

′].

Algorithm 5 inspects element (i, j) and assigns the desired collaboration
number c. On line 3 we see that the element inspected is assigned a new number
only if it does not have already one. From line 5 to 8 we assign the same
collaboration number in the plan of the agents which collaborate on plani[j].
With line 10 we remember which robots have their contribution missing in the
collaboration, if any. Lines 12 and 14 are used to remember whether a new
collaboration number was assigned or not.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the process of collaboration numbers assignation.

3.3.3 Detect incomplete collaborations

The function collab enables us to easily verify whether a set of plans show a
complete or an incomplete capacity of collaboration. This result is stated in
Lemma 3.3.1, for which we first need to introduce the following definition.

Definition 3.3.1 (Complete/Incomplete collaboration). After running Algo-
rithm 5 on an element (i, j) with a collaboration number c we say that the
collaboration c is complete if ∀p′ ∈ Const(c) the number c could be assigned to
an element of the plan of Rob(p′).
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Algorithm 5: Assign-collab

Input: set of plans (plan1, · · · , plann), collaboration numbers collab,
element (i, j), number c

Output: collaboration numbers updated collab, missing, assignNew
1 collab = collab;
2 missing = zeros(1, n);

3 if collab(i, j) < 0 then

4 collab(i, j)← c;
5 foreach Ri′ = Rob(p′) with p′ ∈ Const(plani[j]) do
6 if mini = min{j′′ | schedi′ [j′′] ≥ schedi[j] ∧ plani′ [j′′] ∈

Const(plani[j])} exists then
7 j′ ← mini;

8 collab(i′, j′)← c;

9 else
10 missing[i′] = 1;

11 c← c+ 1;
12 assignNew = 1;

13 else
14 assignNew = 0;

Figure 3.4: Inquiring the 4 first elements and assigning the corresponding col-
laboration numbers. The APs p2 and p8 are coloured to represent that they are
constrained to each other. We can see that the collaboration number 4 has been
assigned to two elements because of this collaboration constraints. Elements
(1, 2) and (2, 3) would thus be synchronized if we enforced the collaboration on
runs executing these plans.
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If this is not the case, we say that the collaboration is incomplete. An
incomplete collaboration c is said to be completed if the plans are modified in
such a way that c becomes complete. �

Lemma 3.3.1. Given a set of plans (plan1, · · · , plann), if the function
collab has been defined on every element with Algorithm 5 then the set
(plan1, · · · , plann) shows an incomplete capacity of collaboration if and only
if at least one collaboration is incomplete.

3.3.4 Detect deadlocks

Once the function collab is defined on all the elements, we can also use it to
identify the deadlocks. Indeed Lemma 3.3.2 gives a characterization of the
deadlocks with the collaboration numbers.

Lemma 3.3.2. Given the function collab constructed by applying Algorithm 5
consecutively on each element of the list, enforcing the collaboration constraints
on the set of runs (r1, · · · , rn) will lead to a situation of deadlock if and only if
∃:

- (i1, j1) ∈ [[1;n]]× [[1; length(plan(ri1))]]

- (i2, j2) ∈ [[1;n]]× [[1; length(plan(ri2))]]

- · · ·

- (im, jm) ∈ [[1;n]]× [[1; length(plan(rim))]]

such that:

- Ri2 = Rob(p′2)with p′2 ∈ Const(plan(ri1)[j1]) and ∀j ≤ j2, collab(i2, j) 6=
collab(i1, j1)

- Ri3 = Rob(p′3)with p′3 ∈ Const(plan(ri2)[j2]) and ∀j ≤ j3, collab(i3, j) 6=
collab(i2, j2)

- · · ·

- Ri1 = Rob(p′1)with p′1 ∈ Const(plan(rim)[jm]) and ∀j ≤
j1, collab(i1, j) 6= collab(im, jm)

Proof. ⇒ | Let us assume that the runs (r1, · · · , rn) execute the plans
(plan1, · · · , plann) and that their enforced collaboration (rcollabi , · · · , rcollabn )
leads to a situation of deadlock, i.e. ∃Ri1 , · · · ,Rim s.t Ri1 , · · · ,Rim ,Ri1 con-
stitutes a waiting chain at time t.
∀i ∈ [[1;n]], let ji denote the next position of robot Ri in plani at time t.

∀i, i′ ∈ [[1;n]], Ri is waiting for Ri′ =⇒ ∀j < ji′ , collab(i
′, j) 6= collab(i, ji)

according to Property 3.3.1.
So by applying what precedes to each couple of robots

(R1,R2), · · · , (Rm−1,Rm), (Rm,R1) we obtain the result.
⇐ | Let (i1, j1), · · · , (im, jm) be satisfying the property of the Lemma. Ri′ =

Rob(p′) with p′ ∈ Const(plani[ji]) and ∀j ≤ ji′ , collab(i
′, j) 6= collab(i, ji) =⇒

Ri needs Ri′ to service plani′ [ji′ ] so that Ri′ can possibly reach an AP with
collab(i, ji) and help Ri with plani[ji].
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If there is no prior deadlock preventing the robots Rik from reaching the

position jk − 1 of their respective plan, we denote by treadyk the time when Rik
is ready for the element jk (of its plan). Robot Ri1 needs robot Ri2 to service its
element j2 in order to service the element j1 of planj1 ; we assume ∃tservice2 such
thatRi2 services element j2 (of its plan) at time tservice2 =⇒ ∃ tservice3 < tserivce2

such that robot Ri3 services j3 at time tservice3 =⇒ · · · =⇒ ∃ tservice1 < tservicem

such that Ri1 services element j1 (of its plan) at time tservice1 . On the one hand
we have tservice1 < tservicem < · · · < tservice2 , but on the other hand we have
tservice2 < tservice1 since R1 needs R2 to service its element j2 in order to be able
to service its own element j1.

In practice we gradually build the function collab by running Algorithm 5
successively on the elements of list. As long as no deadlock is detected we keep
going through list. When after assigning c to (i, j) the conditions of Lemma
3.3.2 are satisfied, then a deadlock is identified. We will locally revise the
appropriate plans and remove this deadlock. The selection of the plans which
we will revise is addressed in the next section.

In order to use this characterization we would like to find a cheap way to
verify the existence of such tuples of elements. In particular a recursive way in
order to avoid rerunning from scratch the verification at every step.

In the next section we build a recursive characterization of deadlocks.

3.3.5 Alternative characterization of deadlocks

In what follows we introduce particip(c) = {(i, j) | collab(i, j) = c}; particip(c)
denotes the set of elements which have been assigned the collaboration number
c. We also introduce AP (c) = {p ∈ Π | ∃ (i, j) ∈ particip(c) with p = plani[j]
or p ∈ Const(plani[j]}; AP (c) denotes the set of APs that are either associated
with one element of particip(c) or constrained to one AP that is.

We introduce the following relation:

Definition 3.3.2 (Domination relation). � is the transitive relation on the
collaboration numbers defined as follows.

If ∃ i, j such that:

- Ri = Rob(p), Ri = Rob(p′);

- plani[j] = p and collab(i, j) = c;

- ∀k < j, collab(i, k) 6= c′;

then c′ � c. We say that collaboration c′ dominates collaboration c. �

Note: The transitivity of the relation gives that ∀(a, b, c), a � b and b �
c =⇒ a � c.

We are now able to build a new characterization of deadlocks.

Lemma 3.3.3. We consider the function collab constructed with Algorithm 5
on a set of plans (plan1, · · · , plann). Enforcing the collaboration on these plans
will lead to no situation of deadlock iff the relation � is antisymmetric (i.e., we
cannot find c 6= c′ such that c � c′ and c′ � c).
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Proof. ⇒ | Assume ((i1, j1) · · · , (im, jm)) corresponds to a deadock, this is true
if and only if the assumptions of Lemma 3.3.2 are fulfilled. We denote by
c1, · · · , cm the numbers collab(i1, j1), · · · , collab(im, jm) respectively. By as-
sumtion we have Ri2 = Rob(p1

2) = Rob(p2
2) with p1

2 ∈ AP (c1), p2
2 ∈ AP (c2),

collab(i2, j2) = c2 and ∀j ≤ j2, collab(i2, j) 6= c1 so c1 � c2. Likewise we find
that c2 � c3, · · · , cm−1 � cm, cm � c1. Hence by transitivity we have on the
one hand c1 � cm, but on the other hand cm � c1 so the relation does not fulill
the antisymmetric condition.
⇐ | Assume that � is not antisymmetric. We can find c, c′ such that c � c′

and c′ � c. Then ∃c1, c2, · · · , ck and c′1, c′2, · · · , c′k′ such that c � c1, c1 � c2,
· · · , ck � c′ and c′ � c′1, c′1 � c′2, · · · , c′k′ � c where each couple can be
established without using the transitivity of the relation. Then applying the
definition to each couple gives us elements which form a deadlock.

In order to efficiently identify the deadlocks while running Algorithm 5 we
use this new characterization: we want to check, after each collaboration assig-
nation, whether the relation stays antisymmetric.

Definition 3.3.3 (Domination sets). Given a set of plans (plan1, · · · , plann)
and a distribution collab of the collaborations numbers, we define the function
AFTER : Elem → 2N

∗
which associates to an element (i, j) the collaboration

numbers assigned to elements appearing after (i, j) in plani. AFTER(i, j) =
{collab(i, j′) > 0, j′ ≥ j}.

We define the function DOMIN : collab\{−1} → 2N
∗

which is recursively defined as follows: DOMIN(c) =
∪(i,j)∈particip(c)(∪{γ∈AFTER(i,j)}DOMIN(γ)).

Similarly we define the function before : Elem → 2N
∗

which asociates to
an element (i, j) the collaboration numbers assigned to an element appearing
before (i, j) in plani. before(i, j) = {collab(i, j′) > 0, j′ ≤ j}.

We define the function domin : collab\{−1} → 2N
∗

which is recursively
defined as follows: domin(c) = ∪(i,j)∈particip(c)(∪γ∈before(i,j)domin(γ)). �

Let us inquire the similarities between the sets DOMIN, domin and the
relation �.

Transitivity: By construction c′ ∈ DOMIN(c) ⇔ ∃ γ, (i, j) such that:

- collab(i, j) = c;

- γ ∈ AFTER(i, j);

- c′ ∈ DOMIN(γ).

This recursive definition represents the transitivity property of the relation.
Indeed by definition c′ � c ⇔ ∃γ such that {c′ � γ and γ � c}. So c′ � c ⇔
∃ γ, (i, j) such that:

- collab(i, j) = c;

- ∀k < j, collab(i, k) 6= γ;

- c′ � γ.
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Obviously {γ ∈ AFTER(i, j)} =⇒ {∀k < j, collab(i, k) 6= γ}, but the converse
implication is not necessarily true if the collaboration γ does not appear in plani
(the AP was not found). However we have equivalence if the collaboration γ is
complete.

Direct relation: By construction if we have:

- collab(i, j) = c;

- c′ ∈ AFTER(i, j);

then c′ ∈ DOMIN(c).

By definition, if we have:

- Ri = Rob(p) = Rob(p′) with p ∈ AP (c), p′ ∈ AP (c′);

- collab(i, j) = c;

- ∀k < j, collab(i, k) 6= c′;

then c′ � c.
We can make the same observation as for the transitivity. and finally we

state the following Lemma:

Lemma 3.3.4. If all the collaborations are complete, then we have the two
following equivalences:

- c′ � c ⇔ c′ ∈ DOMIN(c);

- c � c′ ⇔ c′ ∈ domin(c).

Proof. The proof of the first equivalence precedes the Lemma.
The proof of the second is similar.

We can now state the main result of this section:

Theorem 3.3.5. We consider the function collab constructed with Algorithm
5 on a set of plans (plan1, · · · , plann). If (plan1, · · · , plann) shows a complete
capacity of collaboration, then enforcing the collaboration on these plans will
lead to no situation of deadlock iff ∀c ∈ collab,DOMIN(c) ∩ domin(c) = {c}.

Proof. Lemma 3.3.4 provides ∀c ∈ collab,DOMIN(c) ∩ domin(c) = {c} ⇔�
is antisymmetric. Lemma 3.3.3 concludes.

Figure 3.5 illustrates with an example how we can detect a deadlock.
Algorithm 6 describes how we update the different sets before, AFTER,

domin and DOMIN used to detect deadlocks. This function computes the
updated number of the domination sets after that the collaboration number
c has been assigned to the element (i, j). From line 1 to 12 we add c to the
suitable domination sets affected directly by the assignment of c to (i, j). Then
from line 13 to line 18 we build the complete sets domin(c) and DOMIN(c)
using the transitivity (recursion law defined in Definition 3.3.3).

Algorithm 7 is the Algorithm 5 to which we added the update of these sets
after the assignation. It is handled by the lines 4 and 9.
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Figure 3.5: Detection of a deadlock situation. We consider the same deadlock
situation as in the example of Figure 3.2.5. The deadlock is here detected after
enquiring the element (2, 2). Indeed we can see that on the one hand 3 � 4
(plan 1) and 4 � 5 (plan 2) which implies by transitivity 3 � 5. On the other
hand plan3 gives us 5 � 3. In other words � is not antisymmetric.

Algorithm 6: Update-dom

Input: domination sets before, AFTER, domin and DOMIN , element
(i, j), number c

Output: domination sets updated before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN
1 [before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN ] =

[before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN ];
2 foreach l ∈ [[1; length(plani)]] do
3 if l < j then
4 add c to AFTER(i, l);

5 if collab(i, l) > 0 then

6 add collab(i, l) to before(i, j);

7 add c to DOMIN(collab(i, l));

8 if l > j then

9 add c to before(i, l);

10 if collab(i, l) > 0 then

11 add collab(i, l) to AFTER(i, j);

12 add c to domin(collab(i, l));

13 DOMIN(c) = {c};
14 foreach d ∈ AFTER(i, j) do
15 DOMIN(c) = DOMIN(c) ∪DOMIN(d);

16 domin(c) = {c};
17 foreach d ∈ before(i, j) do

18 domin(c) = domin(c) ∪ domin(d);
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Algorithm 7: Assign-collab-bis

Input: set of plans (plan1, · · · , plann), collaboration numbers collab,
domination sets before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN , element
(i, j), number c

Output: domination sets updated before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN ,
new collaboration numbers computed collab, missing,
assignNew

1 [before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN ] =
[before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN ];

2 if collab(i, j) < 0 then

3 collab(i, j)← c;

4 [before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN ] =

UpdateDom(before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN, (i, j), c);
5 foreach Ri′ = Rob(p′) with p′ ∈ Const(plani[j]) do
6 if mini = min{j′′ | schedi′ [j′′] ≥ schedi[j] ∧ plani′ [j′′] ∈

Const(plani[j])} exists then
7 j′ ← mini;

8 collab(i′, j′)← c;

9 [before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN ] =

UpdateDom(before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN, (i′, j′), c);

10 else
11 missing(i′)← 1;

12 c← c+ 1;
13 assignNew = 1;

14 else
15 assignNew = 0;

3.4 Correction of the flaws

Now that we have tools to identify the flaws in the preliminary set of plans we
can consider corrective actions. We know that these flaws are the reasons why
enforcing the collaboration would not provide a satisfying solution, so if we fix
them all we will consider our problem solved.

In this section we first introduce the different steps necessary for the mod-
ification of a plan, and present some general functions. We later expose the
explicit procedures used to complete a collaboration and to remove a deadlock.
Finally we present the general procedure to obtain a solution to Problem 3 from
a set of initial plans.

3.4.1 Philosophy of revising a plan

Both collaboration completion and deadlock removal require to revise the initial
plans as these problems are detected. In both cases this is done by exploring
the Büchi Automaton in the search of an alternative path.

Since we leave the original plan and do not know where we are going to
end up, the collaboration numbers assigned ahead of the current element may
disapear. To prevent this, and before revising a plan, we systematically re-
move these collaboration numbers appearing ahead and store them in the vector
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ReAssignments={(p, c)| the collaboration number c has been removed from an
AP p}. These collaborations will have to be reassigned to new elements as we
revise the plan. Algorithm 8 describes the procedure to recompute the domina-
tion sets and construct ReAssignments.

Algorithm 8: Remove-collabs-to-reassign

Input: collaboration numbers: collab, domination sets: before,
AFTER, domin, DOMIN , plan of interest: plani, index where
we’ll be revising the plan from: j

Output: collab, before, AFTER, domin, DOMIN , ReAssignments
1 before = before;

2 AFTER = AFTER;
3 ReAssignments = ∅;
4 for k = j : length(plani) do
5 if collab(i, k) > 0 then
6 ReAssignments = ReAssignments ∪ {(plani[k], collab(i, k))};
7 remove the collaboration number collab(i, k) from the before and

AFTER sets of the elements of plani;
8 collab(i, k)← −1;

9 if ReAssignments 6= ∅ then
10 foreach c′ ∈ ReAssignments(2, :) do

11 domin = {c′};
12 DOMIN = {c′};
13 Recompute domin and DOMIN from before and AFTER;

14 else

15 domin = domin;

16 DOMIN = DOMIN ;

When we explore the Büchi Automaton’s graph any new state considered
may introduce itself a new incomplete collaboration or a new deadlock. We
consider unacceptable the transitions in the graph that introduces new dead-
locks that we cannot remove or new incomplete collaborations that we cannot
complete.

Algorithm 9 presents how we decide whether a transition is acceptable or
not i.e., whether it is acceptable to assign c to the new potential element (i, j).
The functions ”Complete” in line 5 and ”remove-deadlock” in lines 8 and 14 are
presented in the next subsections.
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Algorithm 9: try-neighbour

Input: plan1, path1, · · · , plann, pathn, before, AFTER, domin,
DOMIN , collab, APs, states, (i, j), c

Output: plan1, · · · , plann, before, AFTER, domin, DOMIN , collab,
APs, states, successtry

1 Initializations;
2 successtry = 1;
3 (· · · , missing, assignNew)=AssignCollabBis(· · · , (i, j), c);
4 foreach i |missing(i) = 1 do
5 (· · · , successcompletion)=Complete(· · · , (i, j), c, p);
6 if successcompletion == 1 then

7 if domin(c) ∩DOMIN(c) 6= {c} then
8 (· · · , successremoval)=remove-deadlock(· · · , (i, j), conflicts);
9 if successremoval == 0 then

10 successtry ← 0;

11 else
12 successtry ← 0;

13 if domin(c) ∩DOMIN(c) 6= {c} then
14 (· · · , successremoval)=remove-deadlock(· · · , (i, j), conflicts);
15 if successremoval == 0 then
16 successtry ← 0;

When we explore the Büchi we obviously do it with a goal: we look for an
alternative path that follows a plan with desired properties. In other words we
explore the Büchi under some constraints. In our case these constraints can
always be expressed on the plan as follows: ”the plan followed by exploration
must insert all the APs appearing in the set Assignments before any AP of the
set Σavoid”. A procedure that explores the graph to this end is presented by
Algorithm 10.

For the suffix of a plan we saw that, in order to enable the periodicity, at
least one of the possible paths needs to come back to its accepting state of
departure. Obviously this property must still hold when we modify a plan, and
this also constrains the way we explore the Automaton by imposing the arrival
state. In order not to have the constraints on the plan and the constraints on
the path interfere we deal with them separately: we do not think about coming
back to the initial state until the plan provably fulfills the desired properties.

To get a larger target set we aim at the tail of the path instead of only the
last state, since the earlier will lead us to the latter. Obviously this is not a
restrictive approach because the initial state is itself member of this target set.
Algorithm 11 describes a procedure to find a path in the graph from a specified
state to a specified target set. No constraint on the plan followed are imposed
since they are already been dealt with by the previous procedure. The boolean
variable success notifies whether we managed to do it or not.

Finally Algorithm 12 describes the general procedure to revise a plan, given
the sets Assignments and Σavoid.
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Algorithm 10: search-while-avoiding

Input: before, AFTER, domin, DOMIN , collab, states, APs,
ReAssignments, Assignments, Σavoid, j

Output: before, AFTER, domin, DOMIN , collab, states, APs,
ReAssignments, Assignments, jNew

1 exit = 0;
2 mark = ∅;
3 while exit == 0 && states 6= ∅ do
4 x = end(states);
5 if we can find a neighbour of x, q, reachable with an AP p appearing

in Assignments then
6 if a collaboration number c1 is to be reassigned to p then
7 reassign it and Apply Algorithm 6;
8 ReAssignments← ReAssignments\{(p, c1)};
9 if (p, c1) ∈ Assignments then

10 Assignments← Assignments\{(p, c1)};
11 else
12 assign c2, such that (p, c2) ∈ Assignments and apply Algo 6;
13 states← states ∪ q;
14 APs← APs ∪ p;
15 jNew ← jNew + 1;
16 if Assignments == ∅ then
17 exit = 1;

18 else
19 out = 0;
20 while out == 0 && we can reach a non marked neighbour q with

an AP p /∈ Σavoid do
21 if a collaboration number c1 is to be reassigned to p then
22 reassign c1 and apply Algorithm 6;
23 ReAssignments← ReAssignments\{(p, c)};
24 jNew ← jNew + 1;
25 out← 1;

26 else
27 (· · · , successtry)=try-neighbour(· · · , p, (i, j), c);
28 if successtry == 1 then
29 out← 1;
30 states← states ∪ q;
31 APs← APs ∪ p;
32 jNew ← jNew + 1;

33 if out == 0 then
34 states← states\x;
35 APs(end)← [];
36 jNew ← jNew − 1;
37 mark ← mark ∪ q;
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Algorithm 11: fold-back

Input: before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN , collab, states, APs,
ReAssignments, x, pathtarget, j

Output: before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN , collab, states, APs,
ReAssignments, success, jNew

1 mark = ∅;
2 success = 0;
3 jNew = j;
4 while success == 0 && states 6= ∅ do
5 while success == 0 && we can reach a non marked neighbour of x,

q ∈ pathtarget, with an AP p do
6 if ∃ c | (p, c) ∈ ReAssignments then
7 reassign c and apply Algorithm 6;
8 ReAssignments = ReAssignments\{(p, c)};
9 success← 1;

10 jNew ← jNew + 1;

11 else
12 (· · · , successtry)=try-neighbour(· · · , p, (i, jNew), c);
13 if successtry == 1 then
14 success← 1;
15 states← states ∪ q;
16 APs← APs ∪ p;
17 jNew ← jNew + 1;

18 x← end(states);

19 if success == 0 then
20 out← 0;
21 while out == 0 and we can reach a non marked neighbour of x,

q, with any AP p do
22 if ∃ c | (p, c) ∈ ReAssignments then
23 reassign c and apply Algorithm 6;
24 ReAssignments = ReAssignments\{(p, c)};
25 out← 1;
26 states← states ∪ q;
27 APs← APs ∪ p;
28 jNew ← jNew + 1;

29 else
30 (· · · , successtry)=try-neighbour(· · · , p, (i, jNew), c);
31 if successtry == 1 then
32 out← 1;
33 states← states ∪ q;
34 APs← APs ∪ p;
35 jNew ← jNew + 1;

36 mark q;

37 if out == 0 then
38 states← states\x;
39 APs(end)← [];
40 jNew ← jNew − 1;

41 x = end(states);
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Algorithm 12: Revise

Input: plan1, path1, · · · , plann, pathn, before, AFTER, domin,
DOMIN , collab, number of the next new collaboration: c,
starting element: (i, j), Assignments, Σavoid

Output: plan1, path1, · · · , plann, pathn,
before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN , collab, successrevision, jNew

1 successrevision = 1;
2 states = pathi[j], mark = ∅, APs = ∅;
3 path2 = tail(path, j);
4 (· · · , ReAssignments)=Remove-collabs-to-reassign(· · · , plani, j);
5 exit = 0;
6 (· · · , Reassignments, Assignments, jNew)=search-while-avoiding(· · · ,
Reassignments, Assignments, Σavoid);

7 if states = ∅ then
8 successrevision ← 0;
9 else

10 if end(states) /∈ path2 then
11 (· · · , success, jNew)=fold-back(· · · , end(states), path2);
12 if success == 0 then
13 successrevision ← 0;

14 if successrevision == 1 then
15 foreach (p, c) ∈ ReAssignments do
16 if p ∈ tail(plani, jNew) then
17 reassign c to the first one and remove (p, c) from

ReAssignments;

18 else
19 (· · · , success, jNew)=Complete(· · · , c, path, (i, jNew), c,

p);
20 if success == 0 then
21 successrevision ← 0;

22 if states = ∅ then
23 successrevision ← 0;

This function consists of four distinct parts:

1. line 4: we begin by spotting all the collaboration numbers appearing ahead
in the plan, removing them and updating the domination sets in function;
we will reassign them as we revise the plan;

2. line 6: we explore the Büchi Automaton to find all the APs of
Assignments before any of the APs of Σavoid;

3. lines 10 to 13: we try to fold back on the initial path so that from there,
applying the rest of the plan will lead us to the same accepting state as
before;

4. lines 14 to 21: if we have folded back on the initial plan, we try to reas-
sign in the tail of the plan the collaboration numbers that are left to be
reassigned. We complete the numbers that could not be reassigned.

The revision is considered successful if and only if we first found all the APs
of Assignments(1, :) before including any AP from Σavoid, then folded back on
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the initial path and finally made sure to reassign all the collaboration numbers
that had to be. Otherwise it is considered failed.

3.4.2 Complete a collaboration

When a collaboration γ (assigned to an element associated with the AP pγ)
is declared incomplete it is because at least one AP p ∈ Const(pγ) could not
be assigned in the plan of its robot Ri = rob(p). This means that p is absent
from the end of plani. We will thus revise it by first exploring the graph until
we hit a transition triggered by p and then trying to fold back on the initial
path. Here the constraint on the plan during the exploration is expressed with
Assignments = {(p, γ)} and Σavoid = ∅.

To complete a plan whose contribution is missing in the collaboration γ, we
apply Algorithm 12 with Assignments = {(p, γ)} and Σavoid = ∅.

Algorithm 13 describes how we complete a collaboration with the function
revise (Algorithm 12).

Algorithm 13: Complete

Input: plan1, path1, · · · , plann, pathn, before, AFTER, domin,
DOMIN , collab, number of the next new collaboration: c,
starting element: (i, j), number of the collab to complete γ, AP
we look for p

Output: plan1, path1, · · · , plann, pathn,
before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN , collab, successcompletion,
jNew

1 Assignments = (p, γ);
2 Σavoid = ∅;
3 (· · · , successcompletion, jNew)=Revise(· · · , (i, j), pathi[j], Assignments,

Σavoid);

Figure 3.6 illustrates how an incomplete collaboration is completed by re-
vising the apropriate plan. The exploration of the Büchi Automaton is also
displayed.

3.4.3 Remove a deadlock

When a deadlock is detected after assigning a collaboration number c we focus
on the set conflicts = domin(c) ∩ DOMIN(c) which contains the informa-
tion about the deadlock. To remove the deadlock induced we want to apro-
priately revise the plans so that we end up with ∀c′ ∈ conflicts, domin(c′) ∩
DOMIN(c′)\{c′} = ∅. Emptying domin(c′) ∩DOMIN(c′)\{c′} for one num-
ber c′ ∈ conflicts is sufficient to remove the deadlock entirely. Besides it and
can obviously be done by removing elements either from domin(c′) or from
DOMIN(c′). We choose the latter approach as it corresponds to elements
appearing ahead in the plan.

For each c′ ∈ conflicts we try to free DOMIN(c′) from the collaborations
∈ conflicts by trying to revise the relevant plans. The relevant plans for c′ are
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(a) Collaboration detected incomplete. (b) Büchi Automaton explored.

(c) Collaboration completed.

Figure 3.6: Example of a successful collaboration completion. We explore A1

from the state q5 in search of p1. When p1 is found we fold back on the initial
path by reaching q6.

given by Relevant(c′) = {plani′ | ∃j′ with collab(i′, j′) = c′ && AFTER(i′, j′)∩
conflicts 6= ∅.

We try successively to empty each of the domin(c′) ∩ DOMIN(c′)\{c′}.
To do so we try successively to revise each of the relevant plans plani′ ∈
Relevant(c′) from the index j′ with the sets Assignments = {plani′ [j′′] | j′′ >
j′&& collab(i′, j′′) ∈ conflicts} and Σavoid = {plani′ [j′]}. The deadlock is
removed as soon as one revision has been successful.

The number c′ considered for the deadlock removal and further each of the
plans plani′ we attempt to revise are chosen randomly within conflicts and
Relevant(c′) respectively.

On Figure 3.7 we display an example of a relevant plan whose revision for
removing the deadlock is not successful.

On Figure 3.8 we display a successful example, illustrating how we can re-
move a deadlock by revising a revelant plan.

It might be the case where several deadlocks have been induced at the same
time by collaboration c. In this case each successful revision removes one and
reduces the number of elements in conflicts. We perform this procedure (with
the updated conflicts) until all the deadlocks are removed.

This procedure is summarized in Algoithm 14.

3.4.4 Prepare a set of plans for collaboration

Now that we know how to complete collaborations and remove deadlocks we can
combine these to obtain a set of plans with a complete capacity of collaboration,
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(a) Deadlock detected. (b) Büchi Automaton selected.

Figure 3.7: Example of a failed attempt to remove a deadlock by revising a
relevant plan. Here the collaboration number selected is 1 and the only relevant
plan is plan1. We can see that from the state q1 there is no possibility to
encounter p2 before p1. The deadlock cannot be removed by revising plan1 and
the revision is thus considered failed.

(a) Deadlock detected. (b) Büchi Automaton ex-
plored.

(c) Deadlock removed.

Figure 3.8: Example of a successful attempt to remove a deadlock by revising a
relevant plan. Here the collaboration number selected is 2 and the only relevant
plan is plan2. We explore A2 from the state q7 with intention to encounter p5

before p4. We fold back on the tail of the initial path by reaching q8.
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Algorithm 14: Remove-deadlock

Input: plan1, path1, · · · , plann, pathn, before, AFTER, domin,
DOMIN , collab, number of the next new collaboration: c,
starting element: (i, j), collaboration invloved in the deadlock
conflicts

Output: plan1, path1, · · · , plann, pathn,
before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN , collab, successremoval, jNew

1 conflicts = conflicts;
2 success = 1;

3 while length(conflicts) > 1 && success == 1) do

4 possibleCollabs = conflicts;
5 success← 0;
6 while success == 0 && possibleCollabs 6= ∅ do
7 r = rand;
8 select = ceil(r ∗ length(possibleCollabs));
9 c = possibleCollabs(select);

10 possibleRobots = 1 : n;
11 while success == 0 && possibleRobots 6= ∅ do
12 r2 = rand;
13 select2 = ceil(r2 ∗ length(possibleRobots));
14 b = possibleRobots(select2);
15 if ∃j | collab(b, j) = c then
16 p = planb[j];

17 confl = AFTER(b, j) ∩ conflicts;
18 if confl 6= ∅ then
19 (· · · , successrevision, jNew)=Revise(· · · , c, pathb, (b, j),

pathb[j],
Assignments = {(planb[j′]|collab(b, j′) ∈ confl},
Σavoid = {p});

20 if successrevision == 1 then
21 success← 1;

22 conflicts← domin(γ) ∩DOMIN(γ);

23 possibleRobots(select2)← [];

24 possibleCollabs(select)← [];

25 if length(conflicts) == 1 then
26 successremoval = 1;
27 else
28 successremoval = 0;
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and for which enforcing the collaboration constraints will provably lead to no
deadlock. We say that we prepare the set of plans for collaboration.

Algorithm 15 describes how to prepare a set of plans for collaboration.

Algorithm 15: Prepare

Input: initial plans plan1, · · · , plann
Output: new plans updated plan1, · · · , plann, successpreparation

1 k = 1;
2 c = 1;

3 [plan1, · · · , plann] = [plan1, · · · , plann];

4 [before,AFTER, domin,DOMIN ] = [∅, ∅, ∅, ∅];
5 successpreparation = 1;
6 while k ≤ length(list) && successpreparation == 1 do
7 (i, j)← list[k];
8 positions[i] = j;
9 (· · · , missing, assignNew)=Assign-Collab(· · · , list(k), c);

10 if assignNew == 1 then
11 γ = c− 1;
12 for k = 1 : n do
13 if missing(k) == 1 then
14 (· · · , successcompletion)=Complete(· · · , c, pathk,

(k, positions(k)), c, plank[positions(k));
15 if successcompletion==0 then
16 successpreparation ← 0;

17 if domin(γ) ∩DOMIN(γ) 6= {γ} then

18 conflicts = domin(γ) ∩DOMIN(γ);
19 (· · · , successremoval)=remove-deadlock(· · · , (i, j), conflicts);
20 if successremoval == 0 then
21 successpreparation ← 0;

Then we obtain the definitive set of plans by preparing independantly the set
of prefixes and the set of suffixes of the initial plans. This way we ensure that
every collaboration have all their participants either in the prefixes or in the
suffixes and the resulting finite plans satisfy the three assumptions of Problem
3. Algorithm 16 constructs a solution to Problem 3.

Algorithm 16: Solution

Input: G1, · · · , Gn
Output: planpre1 , plansuf1 , · · · , planpren , plansufn

1 for i = 1 : n do

2 (planprei , plansufi )=Accepting-plan(Gi);
3 (plan

pre

1 , · · · , planpre1 )=prepare(planpre1 , · · · , planpren );

4 (plan
suf

1 , · · · , plansuf1 )=prepare(plansuf1 , · · · , plansufn );
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Chapter 4
Examples of Application

In this chapter we present concrete applications of our solution. We are consid-
ering two problems of three robots with the same set of specifications. Only the
collaboration constraints will be different.

We first address the problem with light constraints i.e., the constraints are
such that a deadlock cannot be encountered while enforcing the collaboration
constraints. In the second example that we present we add one constraint and
make deadlocks become possible.

The first section introduces the settings that are common to both problems
and the second one presents the solution of our tool to these problems.

4.1 Nominal settings

This problem is made of 3 robots, denoted R1, R2 and R3, which live in an
environment that has been abstracted into nine regions: V = {v1, · · · , v9}. The
transition possibilities of the agents are given by graphs Ei = {Vi,→Ei , weigthi}.
These graphs are such that for any robot Ri and any couple of regions (vj , vj′),
Ri can reach vj from vj′ in finite time. We assume implemented in a lower
level a route planner that computes a route to go from any vj to any vj′ and
controllers which allow the transitions between adjacent regions.

The actions and specifications are defined and distributed on the robots as
follows:

∗ Robot R1:

- p1: retrieve Item from R3 at the border with region v4, in region v5;

- p2: build Object out of Item with R2 in v3;

- p3: clean v3;

Specification: Retrieve an Item, build an Object out of it and clean the
working area infinitely many times. Furthermore, never build an Object
before you have retrieved a new Item, and never retrieve a new Item
before you have build an Object with the previous one.
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of the APs

φ1 = ¬p2 U p1 ∧ �(♦p1 ∧ ♦p2 ∧ ♦p3 ∧ (p2 =⇒ ©(¬p2 U p1)) ∧ (p1 =⇒
©(¬p1 U p2)));

∗ Robot R2:

- p4: build Object out of Item with R1 in v3;

- p5: build Object2 in v1;

Specification: Build an Object and build an Object2 infinitely many times.

φ2 = �(♦p4 ∧ ♦p5);

∗ Robot R3:

- p6: clean v1;

- p7: clean v7;

- p9: bring Item to the upper border of region v4 for R1;

- p8: clean v9;

Specification: Bulid Object2, bring an Item to R1 and clean regions v7

and v9 infinitely many times.

φ3 = �(♦p6 ∧ ♦p7 ∧ ♦p8 ∧ ♦p9);

Figure 4.1 displays the distribution of the APs on the different regions and
different robots.

Figure 4.2 shows the Büchi Automata obtained for these formulas.

We start with the extraction of the initial plans on prefix-suffix form. Figure
4.3 displays the inital plans extracted with our exploration tool.

4.2 Case 1

For this case we deal with the problem previously described in which we have
the two following collaboration constraints: C1 = {p1, p8}, C2 = {p2, p4}.

We can already see that both the set of prefixes and the set of suffixes show
an incomplete capacity of collaboration. Indeed the AP p1 appears twice in
planpre1 and plansuf1 , while its complementary p8 appears only once. The initial
plans as they are do not solve the problem and some revisions will need to be
performed.
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(a) Büchi Automaton A1 (b) Büchi Automaton A2

(c) Büchi Automaton A3

Figure 4.2: Büchi Automata for our example. ”!p2” on an edge means that p2

is the only action which cannot trigger the transition. ”1” on an edge means
that any action can trigger the transition.

4.2.1 Preparation of the prefixes

We first build the list and start going through it while assigning the collaboration
numbers.

After assigning the number 6 to the element (1, 3), we detect that the col-
laboration is incomplete. Consequently we explore A3 in order to add an extra
p9 in the plan. The exploration starts from state q12 and the tail of the path
that we are aiming at is the sequence q13 q14. The collaboration number 1 is
present in the tail of the path, so we need to reassign it during the revision.

Thanks to the unconditional self-loop present in state q12 we can find right
away a first p9 to which we reassign the number 1, and a second that will
complete the collaboration 6. Then we fold back on the tail of the initial path
with the AP p8 and follow it until the accepting state, which gives us the last
AP: p9. Figure 4.2.1 illustrates the revision of planpre3 to complete collaboration
6.

We continue going through the elements that are left and assign the numbers
7 and 8; the latter turns out to be incomplete. The search of p1 from state q5

in A1 is not straight forward this time because of the hard ordering constraint
between p1 and p2. During the exploration the transition (q5, p2, q6) is taken
and number 9 is assigned to p2. We complete this collaboration and keep on
exploring with the transition (q6, p1, q2). This one gives us the completion of
8. Then we aim at folding back on the tail of the initial plan, which is the
sequence q5, q6. The transitions (q2, p2, q3) and (q3, p3, q6) leads us to it, after
the completion of the number 10 assigned to the new p2 encountered.

Figure 4.2.1 illustrates the revision of planpre1 and planpre2 to complete this
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(a) Initial plan found for A1 (b) Initial plan found for A2

(c) Initial plan found for A3

Figure 4.3: Initial plans on prefix-suffix form obtained from our exploration tool

(a) Collaboration 6 incomplete (b) Collaboration completed

Figure 4.4: Completion of collaboration 6
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(a) Collaboration 8 incomplete (b) Collaboration completed

Figure 4.5: Completion of collaboration 8

(a) Initial set of suffix (b) Set of suffix constructed

Figure 4.6: Preparation of the set of suffixes

collaboration.

The assignment of the rest of the collaboration numbers informs us that
these last plans are satisfying since no more revisions are needed.

4.2.2 Preparation of the suffixes

We now need to do the same with the suffixes in order to obtain our solution.
It is done in a similar way to what we did with the prefixes.

Figure 4.2.2 displays the initial plans along with the final plans that have
been constructed.

4.2.3 Solution to Problem 3

We know from Theorem 3.3.5 that we can enforce the collaboration constraints
on any set of runs executing these plans without experiencing any deadlock.
Besides the set of prefixes and the set of suffixes show a complete capacity of
collaboration and all the elements collaborate with elements in the same part
of the plan (prefix/suffix). As a consequence we can state that any set of runs

rpre1 , rsuf1 , rpre2 , rsuf2 , rpre3 , rsuf3 executing the previously constructed plans forms
a solution to Problem 3.

4.3 Case 2: More constrained robots

For this case we slightly modify the settings: p6 becomes ”build Object2 with
R2, in v2”. We keep the same specifications Φ1,Φ2 andΦ3 so naturally the
Büchi Automata and initial plans remain unchanged.

The new collaboration constraints are: C1 = {p1, p8}, C2 = {p2, p4}, C3 =
{p5, p6}, which makes deadlocks possible this time.
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(a) Initial plan (b) Deadlock detected

(c) Deadlock removed

Figure 4.7: Removal of the first occurring deadlock

4.3.1 Preparation of the prefixes

We start from the initial plans and go through the elements while assigning
collaboration numbers. When the number 3 is assigned we detect a deadlock
between 1, 2 and 3 (Figure 4.7(b)). The tool first tries to empty DOMIN(1)
from 2 and 3. planpre1 offers a possibility to remove 2 so it tries to revise it, but
fails because A1 does not allow p2 to be encountered before p1 from q1. planpre2

and planpre3 are of no use. Having failed to remove the desired collaborations
from DOMIN(1) it tries to empty DOMIN(2) from 1 and 3. We have the
possibility to remove 3 by revising planpre2 . It is done by taking the transitions
(q7, p5, q7) and (q7, p4, q8). This leads to q8 in the tail of the path, which we
follow until the accepting state through the transition (q8, p5, q9). This revision
is illustrated on Figure 4.7.

After that we keep on assigning numbers and some collaborations are com-
pleted similarly to what we showed in Case 1 (straight forward, without any
complication) until number 10. When 10 is assigned the collaboration is incom-
plete. Its completion, displayed on Figure 4.8(b), induces a deadlock between
the collaborations 7, 9 and 10. The collab 10 is selected so the tool tries to empty
DOMIN(10) from 7 and 9 (remember that the selection of the DOMIN set to
be emptied is random, to prevent infinite loops from happening). Transitions
(q7, p5, q7), (q7, p4, q8) and (q8, p5, q9) are taken and 7 is consequently removed
from DOMIN(10), which removes also 9 that was present by transitivity. Fi-
nally the deadlock is removed. Figure 4.8 presents this revision.

To terminate the preparation the last numbers are assigned, among which 12
is detected incomplete. It is completed without problem and we finally obtain
the prefixes displayed on Figure 4.9.
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(a) Collaboration 10 incomplete. (b) Collaboration 10 completed, but deadlock
induced between 7, 9 and 10.

(c) Deadlock removed and hence, collab 10
completed.

Figure 4.8: Completion of collaboration 10

Figure 4.9: Final set of prefix constructed
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Chapter 5
Discussion

In this chapter we explore different ways in which our work could be continued.

5.1 Completeness

The strategy described here is not complete since our algorithm might return
no solution while one exists. In practice when the algorithm fails to fix a flaw
and hence returns no solution, it might be because of a choice that we made
before.

Future work includes allowing to challenge choices that we have made in the
past when the algorithm fails.

5.2 Optimality

In our work we do not address any notion of optimality. Indeed robots might
end up servicing more APs than necessary in their respective prefix or suffix.
Given that a cost is assigned to each AP in the problem definition, one could
try to extend our work by minimizing a cost function defined on the plans. If an
absolute optimality would most likely require to compute all the possible team
behaviours, suboptimality might be addressed from our approach.

5.3 Importance of the initial plans

The efficiency of the algorithm highly depends on the selection of the initial
plans. A good contribution to our work could be to define a heuristic to follow
during the preliminary exploration of the Büchi Automata, that would lead to
an ”adapted” set of initial plans.

5.4 Structure of the Büchi Automata

During our simulations we noticed a problematic situation: if we constrain p1

with p9 instead of p8 then our algorithm does not terminate.
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Description of the problem (the Büchi Automata can be seen on Figure 4.2):

1. in A3 we can see that the only way to reach the accepting state q14 is
through the AP p9;

2. in A2 we can see that the only way to reach the accepting state q9 is
through the AP p5;

3. in A1 we can see that for reaching the accepting state q6, the last p1 cannot
occur after the last p2;

In this case a set of suffixes (or prefixes) exctracted from the Büchi Automata
will always present a deadlock. Indeed the collaboration of the last p9 (which
is also the collaboration of the last p1) will always dominate the collaboration
of the last p6 (collab of the last p5) because of 3. But 2. gives us that the
collaboration of the last p5 (and last p6) will always dominate the collaboration
of the last p4 (and last p2) which will necessarily dominate the collaboration
of the last p1 (and last p9) thanks to 1. Finally suffixes necessarily result in
a deadlock and we finally end up removing infinitely many times the same
deadlock: it is never actually removed but only postponed, to be detected again
a short while later.

The problem is that even though p6, p7, p8 and p9 play exactly the same role
in the specification φ3, the Büchi Automaton A3 is not symmetrical in these
APs with respect to the accepting state (can only reach the accepting state
with p9). And the same happens in φ2. In fact during the translation into
Büchi the symmetry is not broken during the construction phase but during the
simplification phase (on-the-fly and a posteriori simplifications). This problem
would not occur if we used the not simplified Büchi, but they usually get really
big really fast.

An improvement to this work would be to find a way to significantly simplify
the obtained Büchi Automaton while conserving the possibilities on how to reach
the accepting state.

Another solution would be to set a framework to extract prefix and suffix
which not necessarily end in an accepting state. Indeed it is sufficient to impose
that the suffix contain an accepting state.
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